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Optical cavities, like a Fabry-Pérot resonator, can be easily designed by inserting a dielectric slab between two parallel, highly reflecting surfaces. Up to date, numerous structures have been described in the literature, 1,2 with applications ranging from atomic physics 3,4 to biosensing, optoelectronics, and chemistry. 1, 5 Beyond the classical spectral selection of an electromagnetic field mode, it was recently suggested to use optical cavities to harness quantum effects in quantum cryptography and quantum computing.
1,2,4-6 One step further, designing microcavities with switchable optical properties ͑frequency, intensity, and/or finesse͒ by act of an external stimulus ͑mechanical, thermal, electrical, or chemical͒ remains a challenging task.
Recently, wrinkling of compressed multilayer thin films has attracted much interest because of its simple, costeffective, and well-defined way to generate nanomicrotopographies on large areas. The creation of a diversity of wavy structures ranging from the classical striped and labyrinthine patterns to the more sophisticated herringbone and splaying fanlike geometries [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] can be performed by varying the applied stress field. This considerable flexibility has allowed researchers to design microlens arrays, 12 nanofluidic devices, 13 surface relief diffusers, 14 stretchable electronics, 15 and tunable electro-optical devices. 16, 20, 21 Furthermore, it offered a convenient way to study some physical properties, like wetting 10 and adhesion 17 of surfaces or cells. 18 Finally, researchers used wrinkling to determine some characteristic parameters of thin films, thickness and elastic properties. 19 In this Letter, we develop a strategy, based on this selforganized process, to tune the optical properties of microcavities.
The used optical cavities are made of a thin titanium ͑Ti͒ layer and a thick silicon ͑SiO x ͒ wafer. These two reflecting surfaces are separated by a thin polystyrene ͑PS͒ film ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. Two steps were necessary to build up this hybrid multilayer microcavity as follows: ͑i͒ Spin-coating of high molecular weight atactic PS solutions in toluene ͑MW Ӎ 1450 kDa͒ on bare silicon substrates to produce films with thicknesses of about 1 m and ͑ii͒ Deposition of thin Ti layers with thicknesses ranging from 10 to 20 nm onto the polymer by thermal evaporation. Wrinkling is induced by heating the whole system at 200°C, i.e., 95°C above the glass transition temperature T g of PS. The mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients between the Ti membrane and the silicon substrate induces a compressive stress in the metal layer during the heating process. Once above T g , the softening of PS induces a relaxation of this stress and wrinkling takes place. 8 The thermal treatment being isotropic, labyrinthine patterns form to relax the stress equally in all directions. The resulting metal surfaces were examined by optical microscopy. The optical properties of the cavity were investigated by reflection spectroscopy ͑UV-Vis-NIR Varian Cary 5G spectrophotometer͒.
Additionally, we performed simulations using the finitedifference time-domain method, 22 integrated in a freely available software package with subpixel smoothing for increased accuracy. 23 In order to be in close agreement with the experimental conditions, the multilayer films were designed as followed: ͑i͒ a first sample with a PS ͑dielectric constant of 2.53͒ slab of 1.42 m thickness was set on a substrate with a dielectric constant of 11.9 ͑silicon͒ extending to the Perfectly Matched Layers ͑PMLs͒ in the z-direction; ͑ii͒ a second sample was created, starting from this first sample and adding a second 20 nm thick slab of titania ͑dielectric constant of 3.61͒ on top of the PS slab; ͑iii͒ finally, the wrinkled sample was designed from the first sample by digging from the top of the PS slab, in a triangular type of wave pattern, five titania steps, 20 nm thick and 0.1 m wide, down followed by five steps up, thus accounting for the 100 nm depth and 1 m periodicity of the wrinkles experimentally measured.
Due to the constructive and destructive interferences of the optical waves inside the cavity, some modes can settle, as shown in the reflection spectra of Fig. 1͑a͒ . The PS slab ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ is sufficient by itself to create a weak cavity effect. In order to enhance the strength of the cavity, we covered the PS slab with a few nanometer thick highly reflecting Ti membrane ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The presence of titanium on top of the film, which has a much higher refractive index than air, in-creases the cavity effect and causes a redshift of the cavity modes ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Interestingly, wrinkled systems exhibit a blueshift of the resonance peaks in the reflection spectrum ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ due to the decrease in the effective refractive index of the top interface ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒, the latter being a combination of the refractive indexes of polymer, air, and titanium, in an effective medium approach. These results clearly show that we can control the effective refractive index of the upper surface by controlling the wrinkles morphology. In contrast to what is expected, the growth of wrinkles does not simply suppress the optical cavity effect but allows a modulation of the optical properties of the multilayer. However, an increase in the top surface roughness caused by wrinkling induces more light scattering and causes the resonance peak to drop in intensity, thereby reducing its quality factor Q ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. We quantify the quality of the cavity by measuring its quality factor Q ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒, as a function of wavelength, defined as the ratio of the resonant frequency by the bandwidth of the resonance ͑FWHM of the considered peak͒. 1/ Q is thus the fractional bandwidth of the resonance and the lowest is its value, the sharpest is the resonance peak and the strongest is the cavity effect obtained. Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ clearly show the resulting narrowing of the peaks and thus the increased quality factor of the Ti covered cavity.
Simulation results are presented in Fig. 2 , which shows the cuts in the xz-plane of the refractive index ͑a͒ and electric field amplitude ͑b͒ profiles for the modes corresponding to the peaks situated between 560-580 nm in the simulated reflection spectra ͑c͒ of the various structures. The results presented in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ clearly exhibit a strong correlation between the refractive index profile and the longitudinal electric field mode profile: the y-polarized component of the z-incoming ͑from the top of the structure͒ electric field profile bends around the high refractive index zone consti-
FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Experimental
Schematic structures ͑c͒ and corresponding reflection spectra ͑a͒ of the various cavities studied in this letter ͑black: PS layer, red: PS layer with Ti deposit on the top, blue: PS with wrinkled Ti layer͒; ͑b͒ calculated Q factor for various cavities, PS ᭝, PS with Ti deposit on the top ᮀ, PS with wrinkled Ti layer ᭺, and ͑c͒ scheme of the various cavities studied in this letter.
FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ Simulations
Refractive index profile ͑a͒ and corresponding longitudinal electric field mode profile ͑b͒ in the cases of nonwrinkled and wrinkled cavities for the 550 nm resonance peak shown in ͑c͒. ͑c͒ Simulated reflection spectra of the various cavities investigated in this study, the color notation is the same as in Fig. 1͑a͒ .
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tuted by the TiO 2 wrinkling, featuring the fact that a mode tends to concentrate its displacement energy in regions of high dielectric constant, while remaining orthogonal to the modes below it in frequency. 24 The bending of the electric field induced by wrinkling might be responsible for the observed enhancement ͑effect of curvature͒ of the experimentally determined quality factor at 550 nm in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Associated to this wrinkling-induced mode profile change, one can also see the appearance of white trails ͑losses͒ in the bottom part of the structure Fig. 2͑b͒ , explaining the intensity drop in the simulated spectrum of the wrinkled structure as compared to the flat TiO 2 layer. However, the attenuation observed in simulations is not comparable to the experimentally measured one due to the fact that the degree of roughness intrinsically obtained in the wrinkling experiment has not been addressed in the simulations.
To investigate the effect of roughness on the cavity properties of our system, we annealed various identical samples at 200°C for increasing times. As shown in Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒, we observe a change in the wrinkle morphology. At very short annealing times, a continuous wavy labyrinthine pattern is obtained. Increasing the annealing time causes the transition from this labyrinthine pattern to a more discrete island structure.
In fact, the wrinkled pattern induced in the rigid membrane should follow two competing rules: ͑i͒ the formation of parallel wrinkles with a well-defined wavelength to minimize the energy of the membrane, and ͑ii͒ the growth of isotropic patterns ͑thermal stresses are isotropic͒. Due to these two effects, the initial patterns are out-of-equilibrium with irregular morphology ͑Fig. 3͒. Annealing can be used, however, to drive samples toward the equilibrium morphology, characterized by island of parallel wrinkles domains surrounded by a disordered or flat surface. Interestingly, this coarsening process happens with an accompanying increase in amplitude and roughness. As a result, it is also possible to explore annealing to tune the optical properties of our cavities. Increasing annealing time causes a decrease in the effective refractive index of the top interface and thus a more pronounced blueshift of the resonance peaks. The tuning is visible in ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒ as a shift of the reflection maximum ͑at 667 nm͒ measured as a function of annealing time. As a caveat however, we have to point out that an increase in roughness raises the scattering so that the cavity effect finally vanishes for very long annealing times. In summary, we have developed a strategy able to allow us to tune the cavity properties of hybrid multilayer thin films based on the wrinkling mechanism. Interestingly, the proposed approach is nondestructive and is used in situ. Our results clearly show that controlling the morphology of the wrinkles could lead to the fabrication of large-scale nanosensor devices.
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